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Important May Dates  

(All times are CDT/CST) 

 

May 1 – Beltane (Crossquarter May 4) 
 

Beltane 

 
Animals/Mythical Creatures – the white cow, goats, giants, rabbits, honey bees, 
faeries, satyrs, pegasus 
Gemstones – emerald, orange carnelian, sapphire, rose quartz, lazuli, sapphire, yellow 

agate, bloodstone 
Incense/Oil – passion flower, frankincense, tuberose, vanilla, lilac, rose 
Colors/Candles – red & white (symbolizing God and Goddess), dark green, dark 
yellow, rainbow spectrum, blue, pastels, all colors 

Tools/Symbols/Decorations – maypole & ribbons, flower crowns, fires, bowers, 
fields, May baskets, white flowers and ribbons, daisy chain, flower chaplet, white wine in 
clear crystal glass, chalice, butter churn, blackthorn & hawthorn branches, seasonal fruit 
Goddesses – May Queen, Flora, Maia, Flower Goddesses, Lady of the Greenwood, 

Divine Couples, and Goddesses of the Hunt, Aphrodite(Greek) Blodewedd (Welsh), 
Erzulie (Voodun), Baubo (Greek)Rhea (Cretean), Prithvi (Hindu)  
Gods – May King, Jack in the Green, Horned God (European), Herne (Greek), Green 

Man, Bel (Celtic), Baal (Phoenician), Gods of the Hunt,  
Essence – compassion, youthful play, exuberance, sensuality, pleasure, action 

Dynamics/Meaning – sacred marriage of the Lord and the Lady, arrival of the Tuatha 
de Dannan in Ireland 
Purpose – fertility festival, celebrate 1st day of Celtic summer, 1st day of the light half 
of the year 

Rituals/Magick – The Great Rite, love, romance & fertility magick, elf & faery power, 
offerings to elementals, crop blessings, relighting sacred fires, divination, building 
shrines, fire-calling, honoring house guardians, snake dancing, bathing faces in the 
morning dew of May to retain their youthful beauty 

Customs – maypole erection, dancing around the maypole, bonfires, jumping fire, 
mating, picking flowers, making flower baskets, frolicking throughout the countryside, 
archery tournaments, sword dances, feasting, drinking and music, moving the herds to 
high pasture 

Foods – dairy, honey, oats, red fruits, herbal salads, red/pink wine punch, large round 

oatmeal/barley cakes, sweets 
Herbs – almond, angelica, damiana, hawthorn, hibiscus, saffron, ash tree, bluebells, 

cinquefoil, daisy, frankincense, hawthorn, ivy, lilac, marsh marigold, meadowsweet, 
primrose, roses, woodruff, yellow cowslip, yarrow 

Element/Gender – air/male 
Threshold – dawn 

 
To learn more about this and other Sabbats, get our Sabbats eBook at 
https://witchsupercenter.square.site/product/the-sabbats-ebook/50?cp=true&sa=false&sbp=false&q=false&category_id=12  
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May 8 – Mother’s Day 

A Dandelion for My Mother 

BY JEAN NORDHAUS 

How I loved those spiky suns,  
rooted stubborn as childhood  

in the grass, tough as the farmer’s  
big-headed children—the mats  

of yellow hair, the bowl-cut fringe.  
How sturdy they were and how  

slowly they turned themselves  
into galaxies, domes of ghost stars  

barely visible by day, pale  
cerebrums clinging to life  

on tough green stems.   Like you.  
Like you, in the end.   If you were here,  

I’d pluck this trembling globe to show  
how beautiful a thing can be  

a breath will tear away. 
 

 

May 10, 6:47 am until June 3, 3:00 pm – Mercury Retrograde 

People may omit things, by accident or on purpose. You or others may be affected by 

verbal clumsiness. Think things through before speaking up and sometimes you must 

consider remaining silent. Double check dates more than once, because 

misunderstandings are likely and appointments could be missed! 

 

May 15, 11:14 pm – Full Moon, Lunar Eclipse 

 
Eclipse season is roaring on, and this chaotic energy will climax right smack in the 
middle of the month. The Full Moon and total lunar eclipse in the mysterious sign of 
Scorpio peaks on the night of May 15, and it’s here to help us purge emotional baggage 

to make room for growth. This is the first lunar eclipse of the year, and it’s building on 

the events that took place during the solar eclipse on April 30. Eclipses in astrology can 
bring sudden shifts and shocking revelations, so some deep truths are likely to be 

revealed under this powerful lunation. Look out for plot twists, heightened feelings, and 
intense transformations under this Full Moon lunar eclipse. 
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May 11, 2:00 pm – New Moon  

And just like that, the month is coming to an end — and thankfully, so is eclipse season! 
We’re wrapping things up with an energetic and optimistic New Moon in Gemini. Given 

that this is the first lunation to hit since eclipse season, this New Moon is our first 
opportunity to manifest and set lunar intentions since mid-April (as moon magic isn’t 

advised during eclipses, given their chaotic nature). Focus on connecting with the goals 
you want to pursue as we approach the summer and work with the people around you to 

make it happen. 
 

 

May 29 – Memorial Day 
 
My Memory Library 

by Sarah Blackstone 
 

Imagine if I was given one moment, 
just a single slice of my past. 

I could hold it close forever, 
and that moment would always last. 

 
I'd put the moment in a safe, 

within my heart's abode. 
I could open it when I wanted, 

and only I would know the code. 
 
I could choose a time of laughing, 
a time of happiness and fun. 

I could choose a time that tried me 

through everything I've done. 
 

I sat and thought about what moment 
would always make me smile. 

One that would always push me 
to walk that extra mile. 

 
If I'm feeling sad and low, 

if I'm struggling with what to do, 
I can go and open my little safe 

and watch my moment through. 
 

There are moments I can think of 
that would lift my spirits every time. 

The moments when you picked me up, 

when the road was hard to climb. 
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For me to only pick one moment 

to cherish, save and keep 
is proving really difficult, 

as I've gathered up a heap! 
 

I've dug deep inside my heart, 
found the safe and looked inside 

There was room for lots of moments; 
in fact, hundreds if I tried. 

 
 

I'm building my own little library, 
embedded in my heart, 

for all the moments spent with you 
before you had to part. 

 
I can open it up whenever I like, 
pick a moment and watch it through, 

My little library acts as a promise 
I'll never ever forget you. 

 
 
We're now on Twitter  

You can get recipes, updates when we add new products, announcements of local events 
and more. Follow us at https://twitter.com/WitchSC 

Like us on Facebook 

Visit our page at https://www.facebook.com/WitchSuperCenter 

Witch SuperCenter May Sale Items 

Large Abalone Shell - Regular Price $17.99, Sale Price $15.99 
Swift Lite Incense Charcoal – Regular Price - $4.99, Sale Price - $3.99  

Dream Interpretation eBook - Regular Price - $5.99, Sale Price - $4.99 
Hibiscus Green Tea - Regular Price - $5.99, Sale Price - $4.99  

Deluxe Wicca Starter Kit w/Love Spell - Regular Price $159.99, Sale Price $129.99 
 
To see all of our sale items, visit  

https://witchsupercenter.square.site/shop/sale-items/44  
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Herb of the Month 

Dandelion – Fire/Sun; Gender – Feminine; Parts Used 

- The whole Herb; Magickal Properties - Sleep 
Protection, Healing; Uses - The roots are used in dream 
pillows and sachets; the roots, leaves and flowers are 
used in a tea for healing. 

 

To learn more about this and other herbs, get our Magickal Herbs eBook at 
https://witchsupercenter.square.site/product/magickal-herbs-ebook/8?cp=true&sa=false&sbp=false&q=false&category_id=12  

 

Stone of the Month 

Petrified Wood– Petrified wood is basically fossilized 

wood that has had its organic matter replaced by agate, 

bit by bit, as it decomposes.  The wood structure is 

maintained, but the wood fibers are slowly changed into 

stone.  Sometimes a jasper, quartz, pyrite or even opal 

can be found fossilized in wood.  More often than not its 

coloring is brown, but it has been found in grey and even 

green color. 

Petrified wood is a stone that is good for grounding and stabilizing one's emotions. It is 

particularly useful in calming survival-based fears, as it assists one in accessing their 

practical side for answers, then offering a feelings of safety and security.  It is a stone of 

business success, and a good stone for general protection.  

Can be used to calm down survival based fears, helps to make one feel safe and secure, 

helps one feel ageless.  It also offers "gentle hours in the day," to assist one in keeping 

pace with the day, keeping the hours from neither hurrying by or moving to slow...you 

are therefore moving forward in a good and steady way.  It helps one feel that all will be 

right, and to be connected to their spirit in such a way that one’s knows that time is not 

really what it appears, and that there is no such real thing as time...just forever.   

During a crisis, a piece of Petrified Wood will give you strength and support, providing 

insight into cause and effect. You will remember lessons, avoiding repetitive mistakes. 

Petrified Wood will help you forget petty worries, so that no thought or action is useless.  

Petrified Wood is an excellent gem for leaders. It has endured the ravaging changes of 

time and become stronger, as will you if you ask for its help in your leadership role. 

Petrified wood stabilizes general health and the body's defenses.  It generates calm and 

encourages contentment. Physically, it is beneficial for the bones, backaches, skin and 
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hair. Petrified wood is also used for past life regressions because of its inherent link with 

the past. 

Healers have used Petrified Wood on atrophied limbs and to relieve paralysis. It can help 

align your spine or give you more control over bodily functions. Use this stone to 

strengthen your spiritual and physical backbone. A Petrified Wood Elixir will add 

thickness and shine to your hair. 

 

Now Available – Bulk Herbs by the Pound 

 

Lemongrass, Rosemary, Mullein, Mugwort and more. All herbs 

are food grade. However, some can be poisonous if in 

ingested, so use caution when ingesting herbs. You can view 

all available bulk herbs at 

 

https://witchsupercenter.square.site/shop/herbs-bulk-1-lb-/53?page=1&limit=60&sort_by=category_order&sort_order=asc  

Rune of the Month 

 

Perthro (P: Lot cup, vagina.) – Uncertain meaning, a secret matter, a 

mystery, hidden things and occult abilities; Initiation, knowledge of one's 

destiny, knowledge of future matters, determining the future or your path; 

Pertaining to things feminine, feminine mysteries including female fertility, and 

vagina; Good lot, fellowship and joy; Evolutionary change. Perthro Reversed 

or Merkstave: Addiction, stagnation, loneliness, malaise. 

To learn more about this and other runes, get our Rune Dice Book at 
https://witchsupercenter.square.site/product/rune-dice-divination-book/42?cp=true&sa=false&sbp=false&q=false&category_id=12  

 

Tarot Card of the Month 

The Hanged Man symbolizes self-sacrifice and the unaware mind. He is 

representative of the blind sacrifice that is needed in the situation. 
Positively associate with transition, flexibility, rebirth, deliverance, and 
release. Negatively associated with materialism, inflated ego, lack of 
willpower, easily influenced, and martyrdom. 

To learn more about this and other Tarot Cards, get our Basic Tarot 

Card Reading eBook at  

https://witchsupercenter.square.site/product/basic-tarot-card-reading-ebook/29?cp=true&sa=false&sbp=false&q=false&category_id=12  
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Correspondence of the Month 

Planetary Influences 

Sun – power magick, health, prosperity, exorcism  
Moon – intuition, dreams, psychic ability, female fertility  
Mars – courage, energy, breaking negativity, physical 

strength  
Mercury – divination, communications, knowledge, 
wisdom  
Jupiter – happiness, luck, wealth, healing, male fertility, 

legal matters  
Venus – love, sexual matters, marriage, friendship  

Saturn – psychic ability, meditation, defense, communicating with spirits 
 

To learn more about this and other correspondences, get our Magickal Correspondences 
eBook at 
https://witchsupercenter.square.site/product/magickal-correspondences-ebook/40?cp=true&sa=false&sbp=false&q=false&category_id=12  

Spell of the Month 

 Moon Bathing Purification Ritual 

You will need a cup, bowl, or chalice of silver. Glass is the best 
substitute. On the night of a full moon, set the chalice outside 
or in a window to absorb the moon's lunar rays and energy. 
Leave it there for a few hours before the ritual. 

Place the chalice with water in it, in your non-dominant hand 
and place your other hand over the top of it. To empower the 
water, say: 
"By the silver light of Lady Moon, 
By my hand and will so sure, 
By all that is Blessed, true and strong, 

I bid you, Cleanse me Pure." 

Now, take a moon bath, or anoint yourself with the blessed water.  Anoint your feet: 
"Silver Mother of the Night, 
Bless my feet that they may always walk securely 
Upon your sacred path." 

Anoint the forehead: 
"Mother of all Life, 
Be in my spirit, my magick, and my visualizations. 
Fill me with your creative energy, 
And cleanse me from thoughts unworthy of your child." 
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For the moon bath, say: 
"By the Silver light of Lady Moon, 
By my hand and will so sure, 
By all that is Blessed, true and strong, 
I bid you, Cleanse me Pure. 
May both my hands the good works do, 
My feet walk firm the path, 
My head and heart stay free from harm, 
As I take this sacred bath." 

Now is the time to meditate on your goals. Allow the water to drain before you leave the bath. 
As it is draining, imagine all the negativity being sucked away. 
"I am free from all unworthy influences, 
Fit to meet, greet, and be the Goddess. 
As I was in the beginning of time, 
I am now, and will always be. 
So mote it be!" 
 
To receive more spells, get our Wicca 101 and Beyond: A Witch's Grimoire eBook at  
https://witchsupercenter.square.site/product/book-of-shadows-ebook/30?cp=true&sa=false&sbp=false&q=false&category_id=12  


